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1 Introduction

Since the late 1980s, the trend towards outsourcing of information systems has
continued unabated. Much research has focused on reasons why companies
outsource (Ang and Cummings 1997, Ang and Straub 1998, Lacity and
Hirschheim 1993, Lacity and Willcocks 2000, Slaughter and Ang 1996), but, more
recently, research has shifted the focus away from the causes of outsourcing to
how companies manage outsourcing contracts (Ang and Beath 1993, Ang and
Endeshaw 1997, Ang and Slaughter 2001, DiRomualdo and Gurbaxani 1998). The
experience of outsourcing has been mixed. Wnile some companies have attained
desired results with IT outsourcing, others have faced significant difficulties in

1· This paper previously appeared as: Ho, V.T., Ang, S., and Straub, D. "When
Subordinates Become IT Contractors: Persistent Managerial Expectations in IT
Outsourcing," Information Systems Research (14:1) 2003, pp 66-86. The current
version appears with permission of Information Systems Research.
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managing the change (for example, see Ang and Toh 1998). One challenge, then,
is to understand how organizations successfully manage outsourcing contracts.

One form of outsourcing that is commonly practiced is that of spin-offs, examples
of which can be found in organizations such as American Airlines, Baxter
Healthcare, and Philips Electronics (Willcocks and Lacity 1998). In this form of
outsourcing, an IT department (including the employees, systems, and operations)
within an organization gets "spun-off' into a separate external entity, becoming
empowered to behave as an external vendor and having to focus on new issues
such as marketing, customer service, andloffering competitive prices to the clients
(Ang and Koh 2000, Willcocks and Lac ty 1998). In addition, the IT employees
formally leave their organization and are transplanted to the new spin-off
company, which employs them and offers their services back to th original
employer for a service fee. Even though these transplants still provide services to
the original organization, it no longer directly employs them. Instead, the spin-off
company is the new employer and is responsible for the management and
supervision of these transplants, including compensating them and assigning them
to specific clients (Ang and Slaughter 2002). In other words, the status of the
transplants relative to the original employer changes from subordinates to third-
party contractors.

The advantages for a client organization of using transplants (as opposed to
nontransplants) are numerous. Due to the transplants' prior experience with the
client organization, they are familiar with the operations and procedures of the
organization and need not invest as much time and effort to understand its
fundamental problems and opportunities. Also, because these transplants (or
contractors) are former subordinates of the client-managers, the latter should
possess a deeper knowledge of contractor competencies and skills and,
consequently, be more effective in supervising them.

There is an alternative hypothesis about the efficacy of using transplants. From
their prior experience in supervising the contractors (as subordinates),
clientmanagers may have developed clear expectations about what the contractors
should provide to the organization, such as a requisite level of work, effort, and
commitment. Evidence from social psychology suggests that expectations and
beliefs are not readily subject to change, even in the face of disconfinning
evidence (e.g., Anderson et al. 1980). Hence, if prior expectations persist into the
IT outsourcing relationship, client-managers would tend to think of these
contractors as subordinates, imposing on them role expectations that are not
appropriate under the new contractual relationship. After outsourcing, client-
managers no longer possess the legitimate power previously accorded them as a
function of their position in the formal organizational hierarchy. Consequently,
conflicts concerning the responsibilities of contractors can (and do) arise between
the two parties, which may prove difficult to resolve and, in the worst case,
contribute to failure of the outsourcing arrangement.
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The objective of this study is to examine managerial attitudes and expectations
toward transplants in IT spin-off arrangements. Specifically, we focus on the
phenomenon of persistent expectations by exploring the conditions under which
managerial expectations persist and the effect on managerial evaluation of
contractor performance. We first draw on literature in social and cognitive
psychology, particularly research in belief perseverance, as well as agency theory,
to offer theoretical lenses for the phenomenon of persistent expectations. We then
adopt a mixed-method approach to empirically develop and test a model of
persistent expectations (Creswell 1994, Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998). Using
persistent expectations as the focal a priori construct, this approach adopts a two-
phase design, the first of which involves a qualitative (case study) approach
(Eisenhardt 1989a). In this approach, we have the construct in mind and use case
study techniques (more generally, qualitative techniques) to develop a model of
persistent expectations. This leads to an empirical understanding of the
phenomenon and results in the development of the persistent expectations model.
This model, together with formal hypotheses on the antecedents and consequences
of persistent expectations, is further elaborated upon by drawing on extant theories
on agency theory, schema formation, and belief perseverance. Using a
field/study/survey approach, we empirically test the model and its hypotheses in
the second phase of the approach. After discussing the results of the second study,
we conclude with implications for future research.

2 Persistent Expectations in IT Outsourcing

Spin-offs as a form of IT outsourcing arrangement involve the use of transplants
and entail a change in the relationship between the two contracting parties. Before
outsourcing, the relationship is supervisor-subordinate, in which supervisors have
legitimate power arising from their position of formal authority in the
organizational hierarchy (Masten 1991). Supervisors can guide and influence
subordinates' work- related actions, tasks, and decisions. Moreover, the scope of
their authority is fluid and not explicitly circumscribed in the employment
contract. This is reflected in the notion that subordinates have a "zone of
indifference" in their duties and responsibilities (Masten 1991, Simon 1951) such
that they are amenable to carrying out their duties according to supervisors'
instructions, to achieve certain organizational or departmental goals.

After a spin-off, subordinates may find themselves contracted to their former
organization by the new spin-off. Several changes result from this type of
outsourcing conversion. First, from a principal-agent perspective, the former
subordinates are no longer direct agents of the former organization but are,
instead, agents of a new principal, namely the new vendor organization. In tuITI,
the new vendor organization contracts its services to the former organization (now
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the client organization) and, hence, operates as an agent of the client organization.
Consequently, the former subordinates now work as external contractors to the
client organization and are only indirectly the agents of the client organization and
client-managers. At the same time, client-managers are no longer a direct principal
of their former subordinates (now external contractors), but instead occupy a
principal position to the external contractors only indirectly via the relationship
between the client and vendor organizations.

Agency theory (e.g., Eisenhardt 1985, 1989b) holds that the control mechanism
under a client-contractor relationship should also change from one that is
predominantly behavior based to one that is predominantly outcome based.' In the
former relationship, supervisors monitor the day-to-day activities of their
subordinates and rely primarily on behavior-based controls, given the formal
authority prescribed under the employment contract and the relative ease of
measuring subordinate behavior. However, when the relationship changes to one
between client and contractor, the two parties now work for two different
organizations, thereby introducing the potential for goal conflict (Eisenhardt
1989b). Consequently, agency theory stipulates that the contract and the ensuing
control mechanism should change to one that is predominantly outcome-based
instead in order to be efficient. Second, in IT outsourcing, the contract between the
client organization and the vendor organization plays a more important role
(Lacity and Hirschheim 1993, Lacity and Willcocks 1995), and the terms are
typically more specific, explicit, and circumscribed than in an employment
contract between an organization and employees. This, in turn, implies that
exchanges between the client-managers and the contractors are carried out via a
more formal transaction, such that contractors are not bound to perform duties that
are not specified in the outsourcing contract.

Despite the overnight change in the legal relationship from supervisor and
subordinate to client-manager and contractor, it is likely that ex-supervisors (now
client-managers) will continue to perceive contractors as direct subordinates.
Therefore, they will persist in imposing on their former employees (now
contractors) a set of expectations that were internalized in their prior employment
relationship, expectations which include mostly the use of micromanagement and
behavioral controls rather than predominantly outcome-based controls as
prescribed by agency theory. We posit that client-managers will expect former
subordinates to perform their duties and contribute much as they did in the past,
even though these duties and responsibilities may not be included in the new
outsourcing contractual arrangement.

We advance the theoretical construct "persistent expectations" to describe and
explain this phenomenon. This term is adopted from the "belief perseverance"

2 We are especially grateful to our anonymous reviewer for highlighting the pertinence
of control mechanisms as descrihed in ~{1f>n(''' thPf\rH
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phenomenon described in the social cognition literature (e.g., Anderson 1995,
Lord et al. 1979). Within this literature, belief perseverance theory is particularly
germane and tightly linked to the IT issue of how well managers can change their'
expectations of subordinates who, overnight, become contractors. Belief
perseverance describes the tendency for prior beliefs and expectations to
persevere, even in the face of new data or when the data that generated those
beliefs and expectations are no longer valid (Anderson and Kellam 1992).
Research has documented that people tend to cling to beliefs and expectations,
particularly if they are well developed or if the people had formulated
explanations or naive theories to account for these perceptions (Anderson et al.
1980, Ross et al. 1975). Also, prior beliefs can affect assimilation of new data,
such that people tend to interpret new data as being more congruent with prior
beliefs than they actually are (Lewicki et al. 1989).

Research in social cognition offers some explanation for the occurrence of
persistent expectations. It has been documented that people are generally
unwilling or slow to change established mental schemas because, as cognitive
misers, we prefer to engage in automatic information processing and fit
experiences into established schemas, rather than change our schemas to reflect
changing circumstances (Fiske and Taylor 1991). In fact, prior research has
demonstrated that the need to retain established schemas is so strong that people
still will not amend their schemas even when they are specifically informed that
their prior schemas are inaccurate (Ross et al. 1975).

Applied to the IT outsourcing context, these socio- psychological findings lend
weight to the notion that client-managers do not change their old schemas and
expectations regarding former subordinates, even though the managers may
recognize that these ex-subordinates are no longer officially under their
jurisdiction but are under the supervision of another organization. Consequently,
client-managers may continue to impose on contractors demands and
responsibilities that may not have been contracted for in the IT outsourcing
arrangement. To develop a framework for the occurrence of persistent
expectations and to explore this phenomenon in greater detail, we adopted a
mixed-method approach, starting with an exploratory, qualitative case study to
develop the theoretical model.

3 Study 1: Development of Theoretical Model

Since neither belief perseverance nor persistent expectations has been examined in
the context of a change in employment relationship, a qualitative case study
approach was selected to provide critical information about the phenomenon.
Following Eisenhardt (l989a), the purpose of the first qualitative phase was to
oh1"!=Iln!=Irlrhf"r clf"~('rlntlon !=Inti unrlersrandinc not only about the nature of the
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phenomenon, but also about factors affecting, and effects arising from, persistent
expectations. We used focus groups to elicit the nature of persistent expectations,
the organizational context in which it occurs, and the consequences of persistent
expectations (Spradley 1979).

3.1 Study 1: Method

3.1.1 Participants and Setting

We conducted focus group sessions with employees ina large public-sector
organization offering IT services to 20 government bodies. The services included
the development of information systems, promotion of IT services in the
government bodies, and propagation of IT usage to the general public. The
department had spun-off its systems building and maintenance services eight
months before to increase organizational efficiency and streamline operations.
Before the spin-off, the IT department employed 1,501 personnel providing a full
range of IT services. Approximately 67~ (1,013) of the employees were
development and maintenance personnel. They built and maintained applications
software and managed and operated the data centers of the organization. The
remaining 488 employees were support staff (e.g., administrative, financial, and
human resource personnel) and IT planners and solutions providers who created
liaisons with end users in the subsidiaries and managed in-house systems
development projects. In effect, the IT planners and solutions- providers formed
the upper and managerial levels of the IT department, with IT developers and
maintainers occupying the lower, technical levels.

In the outsourcing changeover, all the IT developers and maintainers were
formally separated from the IT department and transplanted to a new spin-off
organization. They became employees of the new organization but continued to
offer technical services to their former employers (henceforth called the "client"
organization) as contractors. The exchange became a client-vendor arrangement
governed by a formal service-level agreement (SLA). The IT planners and
solutions providers remained with the client organization and continued to provide
IT solutions to various government bodies. In addition, they became client-
managers responsible for managing the outsourcing contracts with the same IT
professionals who were now external contractors to the client organization, rather
than its subordinates.

3.1.2 Procedure

Three focus-group sessions involving a random selection of 19 client-managers in
the client organization were conducted over a two-week period. Six or seven
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client-managers participated in each session, each of which lasted an average of
two hours.' These 19 participants occupy different positions in the organization,
such as project leaders and information services managers, and their tenures range
from three to 16 years. Responsibilities include planning and managing the
technical infrastructure and architecture, managing projects, vendors, and business
partners, and mediating the relationships between multiple users. In each focus-
group session, the second author led the discussions. We developed a questioning
protocol to guide the participants in describing the repercussions of the
outsourcing, specifically pertaining to their relationships with transplants, i.e.,
former subordinates who were now contractors. The questions required the
participants to describe:

(1) the nature of their jobs before and after outsourcing;

(2) the changes experienced by them in terms of roles, responsibilities,
interactions, and relationships with the contractors; and

(3) the changing expectations and obligations of the contractors.

One other major issue that was deliberated was the phenomenon of persistent
expectations. Participants discussed the implications and repercussions of having
the development IT professionals working for them under the auspices of the new
vendor organization instead of as subordinates.

Two of the authors and two research assistants independently took notes of the
discussions, which were compiled and transcribed for processing and further
analysis in NUD·IST, a qualitative data analysis program. To reveal the major
themes, we adopted the approach advocated by (Colaizzi 1978), whereby
transcribed notes were independently read and coded and broad themes were
developed with the aid of NUDeIST. In addition to the theme of persistent
expectations, we also examined transcribed notes for themes that were either
antecedents (i.e., themes that promoted or dampened the concept of persistent
expectations) or consequences (i.e., themes that resulted from persistent
expectations). We then discussed, reviewed, and arrived at a set of six major
themes. 2 The ideal size for effective focus-group discussion ranges from 7 to 11
(Krueger 1994). To establish an independent assessment of these themes, two
"blind" coders (Ph.D. students in MIS and management) read and coded
transcripts using the six themes. They conducted initial coding of the first
transcript to establish interrater reliability, the calculated Cohen's Kappa for
which was 0.865. The raters then discussed the discrepancies and developed
explicit coding rules to reconcile the discrepancies. Subsequently, the coders
independently coded the rest of the transcripts, with a resulting Cohen's Kappa of

3 The ideal size for effective focus-group disussions ranges from 7 to 11 (Krueger
1 (ll1,1\
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0.92. Given this level of agreement, the coding approach was deemed reliable,
satisfying Landis and Koch's (1977) threshold of 0.70 for robustness and validity.

3.2 Study 1: Results and Theoretical Model

Six major themes emerged from the focus group discussions:

(1) persistent expectations, i.e., the client-managers' continued expectations of the
contractors to respond as if they were still subordinates;

(2) client-managers' experiences of role overload resulting from IT outsourcing;

(3) their strength of ties with former subordinates;

(4) their level of trust in the contractors;

(5) their outsourcing experiences with other thirdparty vendors and a comparison
of these with those relating to the new contractors; and

(6) client-managers' assessment of contractor performance.

Themes (2) to (5) relate to the antecedents of persistent expectations, and Theme
(6) to the consequences of persistent expectations. The following section presents
sample focus-group responses that illustrate these six themes. Building upon the
qualitative study findings, we incorporate extant research in agency theory and
social cognition to develop a research model of persistent expectations. Last, we
formulate hypotheses about the antecedents and consequences of persistent
expectations.

3.2.1 Persistence of Expectations

In terms of clientmanagers' working relationship with contractors, client-
managers found it both difficult and awkward to manage former subordinates as
external contractors. Many continued to relate to their former subordinates as if
they were still subordinates and continued to expect the same level and quality of
support and service. However, managing contractors requires a different mindset
and skill set from that required for managing subordinates.

In general, managers can compel subordinates to perform a broader range of tasks
than what they can demand of contractors. From the perspective of agency theory,
this translates to the use of predominantly behavior-based controls by the
managers. After outsourcing, however, the client-managers' formal authority over
the contractors was limited only to tasks that were explicitly stated in the SLA
between the client and vendor organizations. Consequently, client-managers found
that former subordinates had become unwilling to simply "take orders" from them.
Instead, these contractors adhered closely to the terms and conditions spelled out
in the outsourcing contract. In contrast, the client-managers expected the
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contractors to provide the same service level as 111 the past. One manager
explained:

The problem with the contractors is mainly the relationship. For other
vendors, the expectations are already set in the contract, and we know the
limit of their responsibilities. But for these contractors, we assume that they
will continue with their prior responsibilities as subordinates, so our
present behavior is based on past behavior. ... There's a lot of assumptions
between both sides, and we need to manage the relationship. It's like
getting a divorce but still staying in the same house.

Another manager also noted the difficulty in trying to switch their treatment and
expectations of the transplants from subordinates to contractors.

In the past, they [the contractors] will do anything under the sun, like
moving computers from one site to another, or writing Chinese and Tamil
software and other small tasks. Now, if it's not specified under the SLA,
they won't do it.

Not surprisingly, the discrepancy between client-managers' expectations and
contractors' actual service levels does not please the client-managers. One
manager described his situation as follows:

Before, we [both client-managers and contractors] worked as a team
towards a common goal. Now, they won't go beyond their duties or
responsibilities, but only up to specs .... There's a lot of emotions that go
with the change of relationship from subordinate to contractor. . . . The
emotional aspects don't pertain to newcomers because they don't have the
prior relationship with the contractors as subordinates.

3.2.2 Role Overload (Antecedent to Persistent Expectations)

In terms of work concerns resulting from IT outsourcing, client-managers reported
having to perform additional duties that were previously not part of their job
requirements and, subsequently, feeling overwhelmed in their duties and
responsibilities. One manager noted:

I'm managing more things now. In the past, I handled one specific project
and it was very specific in the skills that are required. But with outsourcing,
my job scope has expanded to contract management, to vendor
relationships, to writing proposals, and all other kinds of skills that are
needed ... , But I've little time to develop technical skills, and it's difficult
to read and get enough depth.

Other client-managers agreed. Many described an expansion in job scope and
duties, particularly with regard to administrative matters. A manager described her
situation:
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I had to do administrative work for the past four to five months, and had to
do coordination and liaison work. I should join the administration
department since I'm largely doing administrative work 90% of the time,
like verifying the number of tables and chairs!

While client-managers had to undertake additional roles and responsibilities after
outsourcing, they were stripped of subordinates who previously supported them in
completing work assignments. This resulted in a lack of resources needed to fulfill
job responsibilities. One manager summarized the situation:

We have to pay the contractor a fee to perform the R&D work that was
previously absorbed by our subordinates. Now I have to do the exploration
myself, whereas in the past the subordinates did it. ... In the past, I could
delegate administrative work to my subordinates, but not any more. We
need clerical officers, administrative officers, or executive officers to help
us out.

Overall, these findings indicate that as a result of the massive downsizing requisite
in IT outsourcing, job roles and responsibilities of survivors expanded
significantly to the extent that they experienced role overload. In turn, this role
overload may have amplified client-managers' persistent expectations, such that,
to cope with the overload, they continued to perceive the contractors as
subordinates and expected them to perform duties that fell within a subordinate's
role, even though they were no longer in such a position. The relationship between
role overload and persistent expectations can be explained by examining the
cognitive and motivational biases of the client-managers. In terms of cognitive
constraints, increases in role overload result in survivors having limited time and
cognitive resources to assimilate and interpret new information. It has been
proposed that, when such constraints exist, people make judgments and
evaluations based on salient information or available schemas currently in their
possession (Anderson and Lindsay 1998). We predict a similar reaction in the IT
outsourcing context. Client-managers who experience role overload will be
preoccupied with trying to deal with the urgent, day-to-day issues resulting from
outsourcing. Consequently, they will not have sufficient time and cognitive
resources remaining to gather and analyze new data to develop a new set of
expectations for the contractors.

Also, it is well documented that, in times of cognitive stress, people tend to
experience threat rigidity and rely on automatic information processing (Louis and
Sutton 1991, Staw et al. 1981). This seems to occur independent of the constraints
on time and cognitive resources mentioned before. Specifically, in situations in
which individuals are under external threat, as when their organization outsources,
they feel uncertain about their future in the organization and restrict their search
for additional information. They rely on "automatic information processing"
instead, evoking past schemas and familiar scripts when relating to others and
making decisions and judgments. This tendency is exacerbated by the increase in
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cognitive and time constraints to the extent that even when new circumstances
warrant active information processing, individuals still rely more on past schemas
and automatic information processing (Gollwitzer and Kinney 1989, Koller and
Wicklund 1988, Kruglanski 1989). This implies, in the current context, that
managers will continue to use old schemas for managing subordinates, which
includes the use of mainly micromanagement and behavioral controls, rather than
relying primarily on outcome-based controls, which are in fact more appropriate
under the new outsourcing relationship.

Other than the cognitive effects described above, motivational forces may also
contribute to the persistence of expectations. Anderson and Lindsay (1998)
suggests that "motives or needs of the perceiver can influence what information is
brought to bear" (p. 22). In the outsourcing context, client-managers with role
overload are already overwhelmed with having to cope with the additional duties
and responsibilities resulting from outsourcing. This works against their
decreasing their expectations of help from others. Hence, client-managers do not
have the motivation or reason to expect that contractors will provide fewer
services than they did as subordinates. In fact, for client-managers to cope with the
increase in workload, they need contractors to offer even more assistance than
they did previously.

This . suggests that client-managers continue to evoke old schemas of the
transplants as subordinates, and expect contractors to perform certain duties and
tasks for which they may no longer be responsible under the new outsourcing
agreement. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 1: Role overload is positively related to persistence of
expectations.

3.2.3 Strength of Ties with Contractors (Antecedent to Persistent
Expectations)

Comments by client-managers in the focus groups suggest that the presence of
previous ties with the contractors likewise contributes to the persistence of
expectations. Client- managers indicated that close ties with former subordinates
posed obstacles to building an external client-vendor relationship with the
contractors. Apparently, when the ties were familiar and both parties frequently
interacted, client-managers persisted in thinking of transplants as subordinates.
This situation is succinctly stated:

I'm too familiar with [the contractors], since we used to work together
here. And because of this, it's a tense relationship, since they're not
someone from outside. , .. We used to be very close and lunch together in
the past, but now we don't do that anymore. And because of the past
relationship with them, it's difficult to draw the line .... It's difficult to
manage the change in role from colleagues to contractors.
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It appears that having had strong ties with the contractors not only contributes to
persistence of expectations, but also influences client-manager perceptions of the
contractors' current service level. One manager said,

We were one big happy family then [before outsourcing]. Everybody knew
everybody; we were a close department. Most of the contractors used to be
part of our officers, but the relationship is different now. We have changed
from friends to contractors, and their response time is not there anymore ...
They don't provide the previous level of service, and there is a drop in the
service level. We are getting much less service than we used to ....

Contrasting the comments of client-managers who had past ties with the
contractors with those who did not, it is noteworthy that the latter expressed no
concerns about treating the transplants as third-party contractors. One such
manager described his interactions with the contractors:

I joined [the client organization] after the outsourcing, so I didn't know the
contractors previously, andI can interact with them at an objective level,
because they are new to me.

These quotations suggest that client-managers' ties with former subordinates
diminished their ability to manage the contractors as external vendors. In fact, the
closer client-managers were to the transplants, the more difficulty they had in
changing perceptions and expectations from subordinate to contractor. This
phenomenon has been documented since the 1960s by researchers such as Thibaut
and Ross (1969), who found that the more experience people had with certain
expectations, the more resistant they were to changing those expectations. Social
cognition research has shown that mere thought, or the act of contemplating or
recalling a schema, will fortify expectations or schemas and make schematic
changes difficult (e.g., Chaiken and Yates 1985, Millar and Tesser 1986, Myers
and Lamm 1976). Schema resilience is further reinforced through frequent
interactions with the other party, such that the perceiver would be even less
inclined to change even though evidence warrants that a schema adjustment is in
order (Mayer and Bower 1986). In fact, the more that schemas are used, the more
automatic will be the schema recall, to the extent that the mere presence of those
stimuli in the environment will trigger schemas into use (Bargh and Pratto 1986).
In the current context, the client-managers' "person-in-organization" schemas
(DeNisi et al. 1984, Harris 1994) for transplants before outsourcing were shaped
for subordinates. After outsourcing, former subordinates played the role of
external contractor instead. However, we theorize that client-managers could not
easily alter their previous subordinate "person-in-organization" schemas,
especially when the schemas were reinforced through the strength of ties and
continuing frequent interactions between the parties. Thus, the presence of strong
ties impedes adjustment of "person-in-organization" schemas to new
circumstances and increases the likelihood of individuals maintaining schema
consistency. Accordingly, client-managers' expectations of transplants as
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subordinates should be imposed in the new outsourcing arrangement. Hence, we
hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 2: Strength of ties between client- managers and IT
contractors is positively related to persistence of expectations.

3.2.4 Trust in Contractors (Antecedent to Persistent Expectations)

In addition to experiencing varying degrees of closeness with the contractors,
managers also reported having different levels of trust. Some managers had a high
level of confidence in the competence and quality of work of the contractors, and
this appeared to positively influence client-managers' perceptions and attitudes.
For example, a manager noted:

I think the staff at [the contractor organization] are quite committed and
cooperative, and I really appreciate them. Some managers, however,
revealed that they did not have confidence in the contractors' ability. This
adversely affected their degree of reliance on the contractors. In fact, the
lack of trust in the contractors led a manager to state that: I can't delegate
the work to [the contractor organization], unless I know that [the contractor
organization] can deliver without being monitored. But their track record
so far hasn't given me the confidence to let them run on their own, so I'll
lose control if work is delegated to them.

Generally, managers who did not trust in the contractors' competence relied less
on them and also increased their monitoring and supervision, as indicated by the
following observation:

I know that the project manager at [the contractor organization] is not a thorough
worker from my past experience working with this person in [the client
organization], so I have to review his work, roles, and responsibilities thoroughly..
. . There's no value added by [the contractor organization], and I don't see the
service level growing.

From managers' comments, an often-mentioned consequence of lack of trust and
confidence in the contractors is unwillingness to delegate responsibilities to
vendors, occasionally going as far as to supervise the minute, day-to-day,
behavioral aspects of the contractors' work. Yet, other managers trusted and relied
upon the contractors' abilities and intentions, to the extent of expecting them to
deliver more than other third-party vendors.

Such behavior is consistent with existing research on trust. Generally understood
to be a set of expectations or beliefs that influence behavior and behavioral
intentions (e.g., Deutsch 1958, Morgan and Hunt 1994), trust has been studied in
multiple disciplines and defined in multiple ways. However, underlying the
various definitions of trust are two common themes that constitute its basic
concept: a willingness to be vulnerable and the existence of positive expectations
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of others (Rousseau et al. 1998). Specifically, from their review of the extant
literature these scholars concluded that a widely held definition of trust is "a
psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon
positive expectations of the intentions or behavior of another" (p. 395). Prior
research has investigated the nature of these positive expectations and, based upon
the early works of scholars such as Blau (1964) and Giffin (1967), it is generally
accepted that trust consists of three broad sets of expectations or beliefs about the
other party, namely the latter's ability, integrity, and intentions (benevolence).

Extending this conceptualization of trust to the context of this study provides a
theoretical justification for the pattern of behavior we observed in the focus
groups. Specifically, managers who trusted subordinates' abilities and intentions
under the old relationship continued to trust in the new relationship. This was so
powerful that they were willing to rely on the contractors and persisted in
expecting them to act for the good of the client organization and perform their
duties as in the past. In fact, this dependence on the contractors is likely to be even
more acute subsequent to outsourcing, in which client-managers experience an
increase in workload and a concomitant decrease in lower-level support. One
method by which these client-managers could cope with outsourcing was to
delegate more work to trusted contractors, who they believed were willing and
able to contribute to the client organization. Consequently, client-managers' trust
(i.e., positive expectations) in selected contractors should lead them to rely on and
expect more from these contractors (Strickland 'j958). Specifically, we
hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 3: Level of trust in IT contractors is positively related to
persistence of expectations.

3.2.5 Outsourcing Experience with Third-Party Vendors (Antecedent to
Persistent Expectations)

The fifth theme that emerged from the focus-group discussions concerns client-
managers' outsourcing experiences with other third-party vendors and how these
experiences affected the relationship with transplants. It appears that client-
managers who had prior experiences with third-party vendors were better able to
treat transplants as external contractors. One such manager said,

I was from [another department] previously, which had a lot of outsourcing
projects, so now, there is not much change in dealing with the contractors.
Moreover, I was previously in a private consulting firm, and I am used to
dealing with vendors and handling new technology.

Another manager concurred, indicating that prior experiences with other third-
party vendors allowed client-managers to rely on those experiences to develop
new, more realistic expectations of the transplants:
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My department has lots of projects outsourced to other vendors, and is not
so dependent on the current contractors .... My expectations on the
contractors are still the same as those on third-party vendors. I don't see
myself demanding more from them.

Our qualitative findings show that client-managers who had prior experiences
working with third-party vendors were more likely to deal with ex-subordinates as
external contractors and experience less persistence of expectations compared to
client-managers who did not have the same experiences. Drawing on similar social
cognitive arguments presented earlier, client-managers experienced with third-
party vendors should have developed a separate set of event schemas for
interacting with and managing vendors. Consequently, when the formal
relationship with the transplants changes from one of supervisor-subordinate to the
SLA-oriented relationship of client-manager and contractor, these client-managers
could access prior event schemas relating to third-party vendors and use these to
subsequently relate to the contractors (Bargh and Pratto 1986). In fact, the ease of
accessibility of such schemas forms the basis for the development of a new set of
expectations with the contractors, thereby reducing the degree of persistent
expectations. Hence, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 4: Prior outsourcing experience with third-party vendors is negatively
related to persistence of expectations.

3.2.6 Client-Managers' Perceptions of Contractor Performance
(Consequence of Persistent Expectations)

In the final analysis, client-managers' experiences and persistent expectations
subsequent to outsourcing affected their judgments of contractor performance.
Because client-managers continued to expect contractors to perform as
subordinates, contractors were evaluated against this higher standard and,
consequently, were more severely judged. One manager noted:

In the past, the staff will do things without argument, but now, the
contractors have other clients and will follow only the SLA, and their
manager is very calculative. I still expect the same level of service as was
given in the past, but now the same thing involves more costs. . . . And
even though they charge like a third-party vendor, they don't act like one.
They're not even working towards meeting the SLA, like following the
specified procedures and documentation.

However, other client-managers expressed a different viewpoint, noting that
contractors were, indeed, performing up to standards:

We [client-managers and contractors] work very closely, and the
relationship between myself and their manager is good, because we
understand the priorities.
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Due to the change in the formal relationship between the two parties, transplants
should be evaluated as external contractors rather than as subordinates. However,
the qualitative study indicates that some client-managers continued to regard
transplants as subordinates and expected them to perform as such. In general,
client-managerial expectations of subordinates are higher than those of external
vendors, because the exchange between supervisors and subordinates tends to be
more relational, open-ended, and broad, while that between client-managers and
contractors tends to be more transactional, specific, and narrow (Robinson et a1.
1994, Rousseau and Parks 1993). Subordinates are expected to display greater
extra-role behavior and show higher commitment to work. Also, they tend to have
a larger "zone of indifference" in their duties and responsibilities as good
employees or subordinates (Masten 1991, Simon 1951), because the zone of
indifference in an employment relationship is greater than that in an external
outsourcing contract.

In the IT outsourcing context, some client-managers continued to impose higher
prior expectations on the contractors. Consequently, when they evaluated
contractor performance in the outsourcing arrangement, they were likely basing
their evaluation on a higher set of expectations and standards, to which contractors
were less likely to have performed. Such negative rating would occur even if
contractors had actually provided the exact types and levels of service that \Vere
laid out in the outsourcing contract, which rightfully should be used as the true
(but lower) basis for evaluation.

Resulting biases in evaluations are exacerbated by client-managers' negative
personal responses from unmet expectations. Hogan (1987) confirms this in the
context of supervisors' evaluation of subordinates. In her study, she found that
when supervisors' expectations of subordinate performance were umnet, the
former rated the latter more negatively. Such biased evaluation could be explained
by hedonic relevance theory (Carlsmith and Aronson 1963), which purports that
people dislike being wrong. Consequently, in the current context, when client-
manager expectations of contractors are not being fulfilled, we predict, consistent
with Hogan (1987), that they will "punish" contractors for disconfirming
expectations and lower their performance ratings. Hence, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 5: Persistence of expectations is negatively related to the
evaluation of contractor performance.

Qualitative findings and the derived theoretical model are pictured in Figure 1. In
the next section, we describe the second phase of the research, which consists of a
quantitative, organization-wide survey designed to validate the proposed model.
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4 Study 2: Validation of Theoretical Model

Following qualitative analysis in the first study of client-managers' reactions to
outsourcing and their relations with former subordinates, Study 2 involved a
quantitative field study that examined persistent expectations and its empirical and
statistical relationships to potential antecedents and consequences. Theoretical
linkages as well as research hypotheses are shown in Figure 1. We theorize that
four major factors, namely, role overload, strength of ties with contractors, trust in
the contractors, and prior outsourcing experience, significantly affect the extent of
persistent expectations of client-managers. As for the potential consequence of
persistent expectations, we postulate that client-managerial assessment of
contractor performance is affected by the degree to which they experience
persistent expectations.

4.1 Study 2: Method

4.1.1 Participants, Setting, and Procedures

A questionnaire was administered to survivors in the IT department about 10
months after the outsourcing conversion. At that time, there were 289 IT survivors
in the department."

Figure 1: Theoretical and Research Model

4 Out of 488 survivors, 289 were IT planners and solution providers. The remaining 199
were in the support function, made up of corporate communications, administration,
human resource- and -hn!Olnrp
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Nineteen participants in the focus-group discussions were excluded from the
second study to eliminate priming effects and hypothesis-guessing (Cook and
Campbell 1979). Another 104 employees did not interact with the contractors
subsequent to outsourcing because they were responsible for the function of
promoting IT usage to the users and interacting with user departments rather than
the contractors. This resulted in 166 employees being eligible for the study.
Participation was voluntary. We administered the questionnaire to the 166
survivors at the different subsidiaries during half-hour meetings in their workplace
during work hours. Questionnaires were collected at that time, and respondent
confidentiality was assured. For respondents who were not in their offices at the
time of data collection, we either collected the completed questionnaires in person,
or they mailed them directly to us. One hundred and forty-seven completed
questionnaires were received, a response rate of 89%. On average, respondents
were 30.9 years old (s.d. 5.0 years) and had 7.3 years of working experience (s.d.
4.5 years), of which 5.4 years were with the client organization (s.d. 4.2 years).
Sixty-three of them were male (43%) and 84 were female (57%), with 15%
heading the IT divisions of each subsidiary and the remaining 85% working under
them as project leaders.

4.1.2 Measures and Pretest

Whenever possible, questionnaire items were adapted from validated measures
used in prior research. Except for the respondent's prior experience with third-
party vendors, all variables measured the perceptions of client-managers. The
instrument was pretested on six survivors, two IS managers, and four project
managers/leaders, to ensure the clarity and content validity of the items and that
the theory-based items tapped issues of concerns for the client-managers. Based
on the pretest, minor modifications were made.

Persistent Expectations of Client-Managers. We measured client-manager
expectations of the general population of the newly christened contractors. This
scale is perceptual in nature and taps into different aspects of work values that
managers typically expect from employees. We selected only those items that
were relevant to the nature of the work of IS professionals and included an
additional item to measure contractor contributions to technological issues. The
resulting seven items are presented in Appendix A, together with items used for
the other five variables. Cronbach's a for this construct was 0.95.

Role Overload. Adapted from Peterson et a1. (1995), measures for client-
managers' perceptions of role overload consisted of five items, as detailed in
Appendix A. Cronbach's a for role overload was 0.86.

Strength of Ties with Contractors. Measures of client-managers' perceptions of
the strength of ties with the newly designated contractors were adapted from prior
research. These items classified the strength of ties into three dimensions: (I)
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intensity of relationship, (2) degree of intimacy, and (3) amount of interaction
(Granovetter 1973, Marsden and Campbell 1984). Three items, presented in
Appendix A, measured this construct, each corresponding to a dimension of the
strength of ties. Cronbach's a was 0.79.

Trust in Contractors. Perceptual measures of client-managers' trust in the
contractors as a general population were adapted from (Ganesan 1994). Five
statements used to measure this variable demonstrated a Cronbach's a of 0.88.
Prior Experience with Other Outsourcing Vendors. Prior experience with other
outsourcing vendors was measured using a single-item measure (see Appendix A).
We felt that a single measure was adequate for this construct because this
assessment was straightforward and factual.

Client-Manager Perceptions of Contractor Performance. Client-managers were
closely involved in monitoring and evaluating contractor performance on all
activities covered by the SLA. Hence, respondents were asked to indicate their
perceptions of the performance of the new contractors as a population in terms of
the five criteria detailed in Appendix A. Cronbach's a for contractor performance
was 0.90.

4.2 Study 2: Results

4.2.1 Instrument Validity

PLS was selected to analyze both measurement validity and linkages in the
theoretical model. The advantage of using PLS is that, first, it estimates a
measurement model to ascertain construct validity and reliability of measures.
Second, using indicators of latent constructs, it yields estimates of the structural
model parameters, which test the strength of hypothesized relationships. Finally, it
is not restricted by the distribution requirements and sample size limitations of
other structural equation modeling tools (Campbell and Fiske 1959). The approach
in the PLS analysis in this part of our study was modeled on exemplars such as
that of Staples et al. (1998). Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations,
intercorrelations, and Average Variable Extracted (AVB) statistics for the six
constructs. To ensure that the instrument had reliable measures and reasonable
construct validity (see Campbell and Fiske, 1959, for a conceptual discussion of
convergent and discriminant validity), we analyzed, respectively, PLS composite
reliability coefficients/Cronbach's alphas and Average Variance Extracted (AVE)
statistics. Calculated as [(LAj2)/((2)/) + (L(1-Aj2»)], AVE measures the percent
of variance captured by a construct by showing the ratio of the sum of the variance
captured by the construct and measurement variance (Gefen et al. 2000) and is
reflected in the diagonals in Table 1.
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Table 1: Means, Standard Deviations, Intercorrelations, and AVE of Variables!
Variable Mean S.D. 1 2 3 4 5 6

(1) Role overload 4.58 1.09 0.802
(2) Strength of ties with contractor 4.78 1.05 0.02 0.84
(3) Trust in contractor 4.00 1.02 -0.11 0.45** 0.798
(4) Outsourcing experience 2.67 2.95 0.01 0.05 -0.11 -

(5) Persistent expectations 4.29 1.40 0.35** 0.16 0.10 -0.14* 0.818
(6) Perceived contractor performance 3.39 0.85 -0.09 0.24** 0.63** 0.02 0.18* 0.833

* p < 0.05, one-tailed test. ** p < 0.01, one-tailed test.

1 Diagonal entries are the average variance extracted (AVE), which is the square root of the
variance shared between the contructs and their measures. Off diagonals are the correlations
between contructs. The diagonals should be larger than any other corresponding row or
column entry in order to support discrimant validity.

Table 2 shows the PLS composite reliability statistics and Cronbach's for the
measurement model. Based on commonly accepted standards (Nunnally 1967),
these results indicate that the constructs are reliably measured and are adequate for
hypothesis testing.

Table 2: Internal Consistency of the Constructs

Construct 1 Number of Items 1LS Composite Cronbachs
.Reliability a

~-T-

I
Role overload 5 0.69 0.86
Strength ofties 3 0.74 0.73
Trust in contractor 5 0.69 0.88
Persistence of Expectations 7 0.71 0.71
Perceived Contractor Performance 5 0.73 0.90

With regard to discriminant and convergent validity, Appendix B shows that the
item loadings are all significant at the 0.05 level for each construct. Moreover,
Table 1 indicates that all AVE statistics on the diagonal cells are larger than the
cross-correlations in the same rows and columns. This provides evidence that
measures in the constructs discriminate, i.e., are more closely aligned with
themselves than with other constructs (Gefen et a1. 2000). The magnitude of the
AVEs also indicates that the measures for each construct converge, and, given that
they are close to unity, we argue that the instrument demonstrates acceptable
convergent validity.

4.2.2 PLS Structural Model Tests

PLS was also used to test the hypotheses. Results are presented in Figure 2 and
Appendix B. Findings provide support for Hypothesis 1, relating role overload to
persistent expectations (t = 4.08, P < 0.01). With respect to the other hypotheses,
TT .•..~ ......•..L, __....•;~ "'\ ~..... .L.L _.L ~L~_ 1 _ J. 1 •
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contractor and persistent expectations, was supported at the 0.10 level, but not at
the 0.05 level (t = 1.48, P < 0.10).

/~r-~''"'~'-,
( Ro~ Overload.•....
, /
'.";'-~_~,r'

Figure 2: Results ofPLS Run

SMC for Persistene = 0.175.

SMC for Performance = 0.03.

** Significance at the 0.05 level.

* Significance at the 0.10 level.

Hypothesis 3 (or trust in the contractor being positively related to persistence of
expectations) was not significant (t = 0.53, P < 0.10). As for Hypothesis 4, we
found that, as predicted, prior experience with other outsourcing vendors was
negatively associated with persistent expectations (t = 2.21, P < 0.05). Finally, we
hypothesized in Hypothesis 5 that persistent expectations would be negatively
related to contractor performance. Contrary to this hypothesis, results indicate a
significant, positive relationship between these two variables (t = 2.75, P < 0.05).
Explained variance for persistent expectations was 17%. A much smaller
explained variance was associated with contractor performance. There are no
community standards for what is an acceptable level of explained variance (Gefen
et al. 2000). In the basic research of fields like sociology, indeed, levels under
100/0 are commonly reported. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that the 17.5%
explained variance we found was not high. However, it meets Falk and Miller's
criterion (1992) and is close to the range of results found in other IS theory-based
empirical studies, especially similar exploratory studies. In the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) research stream, for example, numerous studies
published in top-ranked IS journals explain variance in the 20-30% range (see
Igbaria et al. 1995, 1996, and 1997; Gefen and Straub 1997 for a sample of such
studies).
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4.3 Study 2: Discussion

We examined the concept of persistent expectations and its antecedents and
consequences. Our objective was to understand whether expectations and beliefs
formed under a previous relationship would persevere despite a change in the
formal relationship. We also investigated conditions under which such persistence
would exist, and its resulting impacts.

Findings suggest that, although organizations may radically alter the working
relationships between supervisors and subordinates, supervisory expectations of
subordinates may persist despite the change in relationship. Such expectations are
mental schemas- cognitive structures shaped by prior interactions, relationship
building, and ingrained routines-and do not change as readily as formal
contracts. In the case of an outsourcing exercise in which employees are "sold
over" to the vendor and then "contracted back" to the same organization,
managerial expectations that were based on the previous supervisor-subordinate
relationship, and operated predominantly on behavioral rather than outcome
controls, remain in effect even in the new manager-contractor relationship.

The findings also suggest several antecedents that could increase the strength of
persistent expectations. First, role overload contributes to the persistence of
expectations: Client-managers experienced greater persistent expectations when
they were stressed from role overload and, in order to cope with this overload,
they continued to rely on their previous schemas in dealing with. the new
contractors. Second is the amount of prior outsourcing experience of client-
managers. Specifically, client-managers with prior outsourcing experience had a
lower degree of persistent expectations, which could be attributed to the fact that
they already possessed the relevant schemas for relating to third-party vendors and
could more easily access these schemas when interacting with their former
subordinates. Third, strength of ties to subordinates also played a part in
contributing to persistent expectations. Client- managers with strong ties to former
subordinates experienced increased persistent expectations, potentially because the
strong ties reinforced person-in-organization schemas relating to subordinates.
While this relationship was marginally significant at the 0.10 level, the influence
is in the predicted direction and therefore should be further examined.

Contrary to our expectations, we did not find that trust in vendors was
significantly related to persistent expectations. We speculate that trust did not lead
to persistent expectations because although prior theory asserts that trust is akin to
having positive expectations of others (Rousseau et al. 1998), such positive
expectations may not necessarily translate into higher expectations in the context
of this study. Specifically, client -managers may expect trusted contractors to fulfill
their contractual obligations better than less-trusted contractors. However, this is
not the same as expecting trusted contractors to go beyond the formal contractual
requirements and perform duties that are not typically done by contractors but by
,...,...•1- __ ;J~_....,................... TT____ 1-,... .•..~~_,..... ...-_ ...•-=+.:............. ....-._..- .•.._.. .•....:..-....__ . __ ~ __ ~- _L _ ._. ..L_..L 1_ - •
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persistent expectations, thereby accounting for the lack of relationship between
trust and persistence. This potential explanation should be explored in future
research.

In terms of the consequences of persistent expectations, the results revealed that
persistent expectations were significantly and positively related to perceptions of
contractor performance. This positive linkage was unexpected and contrary to the
findings of Study 1 as well as to the suggested hypothesis. A methodological
explanation for the difference in findings between Studies 1 and 2 is that
participants in the focus-group sessions in Study 1 were subject to group
polarization, such that initial comments and opinions amplified the inclinations of
group members as a whole (e.g., Moscovici and Zavalloni 1969, Myers and Lamm
1976). Possibly, the earlier discussions were dominated by observations that
former subordinates were not delivering as much as was expected under the
previous relationship and, hence, were not performing up to standard. This could
have anchored the attitudes of other group members, so that subsequent comments
inclined toward the opinion that the contractors were not living up to previous
expectations. However, in Study 2 participants completed the questionnaire
individually and were not subject to social influences. Consequently, the
questionnaire methodology may have revealed the actual relationship between the
two variables, which is positive. This explanation should be studied further.

Even with the low explained variance, that the relationship is positive and
significant leads us to believe that the effect of persistent expectations on
perceptions of performance is a real phenomenon. Nonetheless, there are many
factors that would explain client- managers' perceptions of contractor
performance beyond persistent expectations, so it is not surprising that the
explained variance is low. But the presence of a relationship that goes beyond
chance is worth noting and pursuing in other studies.

Supplementing the previous argument, we offer two potential theoretical
explanations for this positive relationship, both drawn from the belief
perseverance literature. First, research has firmly demonstrated that perceptions
are often influenced by prior expectations; people construct their perceptions to be
aligned with their prior expectations (e.g., Lewicki et al. 1989, Slusher and
Anderson 1987). In the current context, it is likely that client-managers' prior
expectations of subordinates influenced their perception of contractor performance
subsequent to outsourcing, so that the contractors' performance levels are
perceived to be higher in accord with the managers' higher expectations of these
former subordinates. The second explanation lies in research on behavioral
confirmation (e.g., Snyder and Haugen 1994, Snyder et al. 1977). Here it was
found that people's expectations have an effect on their own behavior which in
turn elicits expectation-congruent behavior in others. When applied to the current
study, this suggests that client-managers who experienced persistent expectations
demanded higher performance from the contractors who, in turn, delivered it.
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4.3.1 Post Hoc Analyses of Alternative Explanation of Studied Effects

In this study, we referred to research on social cognition and belief perseverance
to explain our observations of persistent expectations after IS outsourcing.
However, our observations could also be explained by a lack of contract
management skills on the part of the client-managers.'

Presumably, managers lacking adequate contract management skills may have ex
post-outsourcing problems because they are not as competent in managing the
contracting relationship. Specifically, the problems experienced by some client-
managers, such as role overload and perceptions of poor contractor performance,
may be linked to their lack of contract management skills, rather than their
persistent expectations as hypothesized in this paper. Client-managers who lack
contract management skills may fail to realize that contractors cannot be
effectively managed predominantly via behavioral controls, and instead continue
to rely primarily on this type of control mechanism. However, the literature on
agency and control theory (Henderson and Lee 1992) proposes that under the new
relationship, client-managers should rely predominantly on outcome-based
controls, given that a core feature of outsourcing is that client-managers outsource
the day-to-day administration and management of contractors to vendor-managers
(Ang and Slaughter 2001). Hence, client-managers who lack contract management
skills and continue to rely primarily on behavioral controls under the new
relationship will reduce the benefits of outsourcing and, concomitantly, face other
conundrums such as higher role overload. In other words, the alternative
explanation would predict that client-managers with high role overload and
difficulties in managing contractors experience these problems because of their
lack of contract management skills rather than their persistent expectations.

Although we did not measure the client-managers' contract management skills per
se, it is possible to rule out this explanation by using the data at hand to test the
relationship between contract management skills and role overload. Assuming that
number of years in managing third-party outsourcing vendors (i.e., prior
outsourcing experience) serves as a first approximation surrogate for this
competency, the alternative explanation would predict a significant negative
correlation between the variables of prior outsourcing experience and role
overload. However, the data do not support this alternative explanation, as
indicated in Table 1 by the 0.01 correlation between these two variables.

In addition, if the alternative explanation were true, we would expect competent
managers with prior outsourcing experience to manage contractors better and,
consequently, report higher performance levels. To test this, we regressed
contractor performance on both outsourcing experience and persistent
expectations. If empirical evidence for the alternative explanation exists in this

5 N' •
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dataset, outsourcing experience would show a significant positive relationship
with contractor performance, whereas persistent expectations on performance
would not be significant. Instead, regression reveals a nonsignificant relationship
between outsourcing experience and contractor performance. Moreover, persistent
expectations had a significantly positive relationship to contractor performance (p
0.05), not a null effect as posited in this alternative line of reasoning. Overall,
these post hoc analyses provide empirical evidence that persistent expectations do,
indeed, matter, over and above the effect of managerial competence in contract
management.

5 Conclusion

This research makes a number of contributions to IT outsourcing research. First,
from a theoretical perspective, we introduce a model of persistent expectations in
the IT outsourcing context. Specifically, we examine the phenomenon of
persistent expectations from the managerial perspective. Spin-offs as a form of
outsourcing offer an excellent domain for examining persistent expectations
because they present a context in which the formal contract between the
supervisor and subordinate changes overnight to a manager-contractor
relationship, with both parties to the contract remaining intact.

Second, this work is among the first to study outsourcing and persistent
expectations from the point of view of the manager. We believe that examining
managerial expectations is as important as studying external contractor
expectations, given that outsourcing organizations can more easily influence their
own managers' expectations than those of the former subordinates. Former
employees are, after all, former employees, no longer under the behavioral control
of the client organization. Client-managers, on the other hand, are still employees
of the outsourcing organization. Hence, the organization can play an active part in
revising their expectations and aiding in the role transition process. For example,
literature on attitude change suggests that people's attitudes, including
expectations, are changed more effectively when they receive advance notice of
the change, when the message promoting attitude change is repeated, when the
source of the message has power over the recipients, is credible, and is trusted by
them, and when the message comes from multiple sources. In the context of
outsourcing, these prescriptions suggest that client-managers' expectations can be
effectively changed and managed if the outsourcing organization provides the
managers with early notice of the outsourcing arrangement, updates them
regularly with details of the new arrangement and how their expectations should in
turn be changed, and reiterates these messages frequently. In addition, the
organization should disseminate such messages via sources with formal power and
authority in the organization, such as the CEO and CIO, and through other
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incumbents who occupy vital positions in the informal organizational networks as
well, such as the trust and advice networks (Krackhardt and Hanson 1993).

Third, this research adopts a mixed-method, rigorous approach in its empirical
examination of the phenomenon, which is unique in this stream of research. Given
that the concept of persistent expectations in outsourcing is relatively new and has
scarcely been studied, the qualitative study provides a fuller understanding and
development of the concept-its antecedents as well as the consequence. The
follow-up quantitative questionnaire was useful in empirically testing the derived
theory and verifying generalizability of results.

5.1 Limitations and Future Research

Although our study found evidence for the existence of persistent expectations as
well as its antecedents and consequence, it is important to note its boundary
conditions. First, our results were based on work conducted in the same client
organization, thereby opening up the possibility that findings are specific to this
organization. In addition, the outsourcing contract with the new vendor
organization appears to have been poorly designed and failed to include certain
activities that were previously performed by subordinates, thereby inspiring some
managers to allege a decrease in service levels provided by the contractors.

These limitations notwithstanding, we feel that it is unlikely that the phenomenon
of persistent expectations would arise solely from poor contract design or that the
relationships demonstrated here would not hold true in other situations. This is
because the concept of persistent expectations is based on evidence in belief
perseverance, which supports the notion that people persist in their beliefs,
attitudes, and expectations even when presented with evidence that refutes them
(Ross et a1. 1975). Consequently, one would still expect the occurrence of
persistent expectations under a well-designed contract. Future research should
compare the persistence of expectations under a well- designed versus a poorly
designed contract.

Although the study was conducted in the nonprofit public-sector organization,
these IT employees had responsibilities identical to those in a for-profit private
organization. They also received wages and benefits comparable to prevailing
market rates. This argues that there is no basis for expecting a difference between
the public and private sectors. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that our
findings may differ with private-sector organizations as well as organizations with
well-designed contracts and different outsourcing purposes. Therefore, we
encourage others to explore the persistent expectations phenomenon in other
conditions, and we welcome further tests of the validity of the research model
itself.

Another constraint on the generalizability of the findings is that the data were
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exercise. Consequently, we cannot adequately address the issue of causality
among the variables. It is also necessary to recognize the possibility that persistent
expectations are particularly strong in this study because managers may not have
successfully changed their mental schemas in this relatively short period of eight
months. We do not claim our results to be definitive or conclusive, but instead we
intend to open up a new set of research questions involving individuals' changes
in beliefs and expectations subsequent to IT outsourcing. These issues should be
addressed in further research, particularly by adopting longitudinal techniques to
establish causality effects in the theoretical model.

Although this work focused on client-managerial persistent expectations, we
acknowledge that the outsourcing relationship is dyadic and that persistent
expectations may, in fact, be experienced by the contractors as well, who could
also impose their expectations from the prior employment relationship on the
client-managers. If both parties in the relationship experience persistent
expectations, it stands to reason that their speed of adaptation will be more aligned
with each other and contractors, in particular, will continue to provide services
performed in the past. Hence, the problems reported by the client-managers in this
study may be alleviated to the extent that both parties continue to perform as they
did previously. Notwithstanding, we believe that the persistence of expectations is
plausibly experienced more strongly by the client-managers than by the
contractors, given that the latter receives stronger and more visible structural and
organizational cues on the change in the principal-agent relationship, such as
receiving new business cards and pay slips with the vendor organization's name,
and having to report to a new supervisor at the vendor organization. On the other
hand, the client- managers may receive less, if any, structural or organizational
signals indicating the change in the principal-agent relationship, because they still
work for the same organization and interact with the same people (even though
these people now work in a different capacity as third-party contractors). Hence,
client-managers are more likely to experience persistent expectations than
contractors, thereby warranting our examination of the phenomenon on the part of
client-managers. Nonetheless, this does not invalidate the possibility that
persistent expectations could occur on the part of the contractors as well, and we
leave it to future research to examine the impact of outsourcing and persistent
expectations on contractors.

The alternative explanation that contract management skills affect persistence of
expectations should also be investigated. While our post hoc analyses refute this
alternative explanation, these were based on outsourcing experience as a surrogate
measure of contract management skills. Future research should include specific
measures to capture the variable precisely to test this alternative explanation. More
generally, it is clear that both parties in a spin-off type of outsourcing relationship
must learn to negotiate and make sense of the change in both their formal
contracts and their expectations. Managers and workers who experience radical
changes in their careers inevitably carry baggage of psychological expectations
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from prior employment or short-term engagements, and it is worthwhile to
investigate the implications of such persistent expectations on their attitudes,
behaviors, and performance.
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Appendix

Appendix A

Study 2: Survey Items for Variables Used in the PLS Analysis

Variables were measured using a seven-pointscale, from "1" indicating "strongly
disagree"to "7" indicating "strongly agree," unless otherwise indicated. These
measures were intended to be "reflective" measures rather than "formative"
(Gefen et al. 2000).

Persistent Expectations

Because the contractors were previously part of [the client organization], I expect
the contractors to:

PERSISTl: be more willing to work extra hours than other vendors;

PERSIST2: perform their job more reliably than other vendors;

PERSIST3: volunteer to do more tasks outside the Service Level Agreement
(SLA) than other vendors;

PERSIST4: invest more than other vendors in improving current skills to serve us
better;

PERSIST5: be better at promoting a positive attitude in [client organization] than
other vendors;

PERSIST6: be more willing to put in a full day's work for a full day's pay than
other vendors;

PERSIST7: suggest more initiatives on technology issues to [client organization]
than other vendors.

Role Overload

RO 1: In terms of job roles and responsibilities, there is a need to reduce some
parts of my role;

R02: In terms of job roles and responsibilities, I feel overburdened in my role;

R03: In terms of job roles and responsibilities, I have been given too much
responsibility;

R04: In terms of job roles and responsibilities, my work load is too heavy;

R05: In terms of job roles and responsibilities, the amount of work I have to do
interferes with the quality I want to maintain
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Strength of Ties with Contractors

STRGTHl: We maintain close relationships with the contractors;

STRGTH2: We understand the contractors well;

STRGTH3: We have frequent contacts with the contractors.

Trust in Contractors

TRUSTl: The contractors have been frank in dealing with us;

TRUST2: Promises made by the contractors are reliable;

TRUST3: The contractors are knowledgeable regarding their services;

TRUST4: The contractors do not make false claims;

TRUSTS: If problems such as delays arise, the contractors are honest aboutt he
problems.

Prior Experience with Other Outsourcing Vendors

Please indicate the number of years of experience you have had in managing third-
party outsourcing vendors.

Client-Managers' Perceptions of Contractor Performance

This variable was measured with a seven-point scale, ranging from" l ' indicating
"delivered very much less than what was promised" to "T' indicating "delivered
very much more than what was promised."

Respondents indicated how well the contractors had delivered what they promised
in terms of:

PERF l: meeting deadlines specified in the SLA;

PERF2: providing applications development specified in the SLA;

PERF3: providing software maintenance specified in the SLA;

PERF4: providing infrastructure support (e.g., facilities management) specified in
the SLA;

PERFS: meeting the overall SLA.
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Appendix B

Loadings, Jackknife Estimates, and T-Values for PLS Run
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